Monteverdi Spa Experiences
Warm Ceremonies
A warm, evocative environment that is reminiscent of ancient Roman culture cocoons the body and
replenishes your energy levels, helping you find inner peace.
Welcome to our exclusive Warm Ceremonies where expert skincare techniques and ancient beauty
preparations relieve tension and purify the body while promoting deep relaxation.

Remineralizing Ceremony

A journey of local scents and ancient traditions inspired
by the Etruscan and Roman cultures of antiquity. After a
relaxing cleanse performed with floral-infused waters, a rare
olive stone powder scrub is worked into the body and face
to exfoliate, illuminate, and elasticize the skin. Mineral-rich
natural clays are then applied to gently purify, soothe, and
detoxify. An enriching steam bath soak allows the skin to
absorb all the active ingredients.
The ritual ends with a luxurious extra virgin olive oil massage
to moisturize and soften the skin.

120 minutes
€360

Regenerative Ceremony

A new definition of wellness, inspired by ancient beauty
practices to rejuvenate the skin. This alluring ritual begins
with a stimulating steam bath, which prepares the skin to
absorb the healing herbal serums. The ceremony continues
with a foam purification ritual that wraps the body and mind
in clouds of foam, created by natural soap, to soothe and
relax the skin. A nourishing face and body mask is then
applied to promote rebalance.
The ritual concludes with a massage featuring aromatic Santa
Maria Novella scented oil and herbal sachets to drain the
body and deeply hydrate the skin.

105 minutes
€320

The Silk Ceremony

This deep cleanse begins with a softening body wash with
Iris & Milk soap and the application of an antioxidant-rich
serum. A steam bath opens the pores, allowing the skin
to absorb the nourishing active ingredients. Next, deep
exfoliation is carried out by expert hands, using a traditional
abrasive glove, to sweep away dead skin cells.
The treatment ends in the warm room with a generous
application of Iris oil leaving the skin regenerated and
smooth as silk.

60 minutes
€220
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Monteverdi Spa Experiences
Bathing Rituals
A sensory ritual that immerses you in the sights, sounds and scents of Val d’Orcia on our private terrace.
Each bathing ritual invites you to take a luxurious soak in outdoor travertine tubs prepared with a curated
range of essential oils, aromatic salts, and local herbs.

The Full Monteverdi

Peaceful, extravagant, and sensorial, this signature treatment
is the ideal way to begin your stay or conclude your
Monteverdi adventure. Start with an exfoliating salt scrub
enriched with natural Tuscan scents, including lavender,
rosemary, lemon balm, and sweet orange. A purifying herbal
facial treatment is applied in addition to a brightening mask.

130 minutes
€390

Move on to a detoxifying soak infused with aromatic plants
and healing herbs to relax and regenerate the body. Finally,
complete your ritual with a massage to leave you pampered
and revitalized.
Scent of Lavender

Immerse yourself in organic lavender and rose
aromatherapy– iconic Tuscan herbs renowned for their
calming and relaxing properties. A nourishing wrap
is massaged into the skin and left on for maximum
moisturization.
The experience concludes with a soothing aromatic bath in
the great outdoors.

90 minutes
€290

Duetto

This intimate treatment begins with a harmonious couples
massage using Tuscan flower oil and is followed by an
indulgent side-by-side soak.
Enhance the experience with a glass of prosecco while you
create memories that will last a lifetime in your own private,
idyllic corner of Tuscany.

105 minutes
€595

Val D’Orcia View

Need to restore your energy? Are you seeking a profound
sense of relaxation? Your therapist will select a custom
combination of local ingredients to suit your specific needs
and invigorate your body and soul.
A perfect addition to any massage, facial, or body treatment.

40 minutes
€95 | €160 for couples
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Renew your body and soul while immersed in our private
travertine soaking tubs surrounded by views of Val d’Orcia

Be taken to nirvana in this calming oasis

Expert skincare techniques and ancient
beauty preparations relieve tension
and purify the body while promoting
deep relaxation

A warm, evocative environment,
reminiscent of ancient Roman culture
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